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Now in Spanish:
It’s been two years since the beginning of
GoFaster distribution and since then it has achieved
to maintain its efficiency and prestaciones according
to the different OS/400 versions, from V4R4 up to
V5R3, as well as to the new model and families on
iSeries y eServer i5.
GoFaster is a powerful application which on a
daily basis, keeps growing with new objectives, most
of them related with the better performance of
AS/400 possibilities. Consulting businesses and users
are its best sellers.
Its best asset is without doubt, its capacity to
improve several times the AS/400 interactive
activities performance, over passing the limitations
that any model could have, including the zero
interactive.
It has been enhanced with other options which
allow to vis ualize the jobs consuming “too much”,
including the OS/400 tasks, that can not be seen
with WRKACTJOB.

www.gofaster.us

You can also see the number of active processors,
the interactive jobs total consume and the CFINT
consume.
Option (Help Desk) allows to see the user’s screen,
which can be seen without previous authorization and
even take control on them. And one of the latest
options allows the retrieve of deleted registers, but not
erased, avoiding some desperate situations.
The creation of the website: www.gofaster.us, gives
us the necessary information to understand
GoFaster’s objective, as well as to show a wide
exposition of its possibilities and options. In a special
chapter, it guides the beginner user, trying t o observe
and analyse his machines’ situation through the
interactive consume and its behaviour whilst GoFaster
is activated.
GoFaster is becoming a well accepted product
and it surprises that, even though distributed in many
countries with weak economies, it is in the more
developed countries were it’s breaking record sales.

Retrieving Deleted Registers

GoFaster in 520,550,570 and 595

Any AS/400 technician knows that when a register is
deleted in from a file, it’s almost impossible to recover.
It’s very easy to make an error, specially, when the
typical “Are you sure you want to delete it?” or the not
least familiar, “Are you sure?” messages haven’t been
provided.
Nevertheless, when a register is deleted it is
inaccessible but it’s not really erased till the file is
reorganized, which it’s not done continuously but
periodically. This means that the register is inaccessible,
but it can still be recorded in the disk or memory.
With this program, named RDR (Retrieved Deleted
Records), you can still retrieve the deleted registers, but
not suppressed, of any file, total or partially incorporating
them to the original file or a specific file.

You can have copies for version V5R3 in which the
new AS/400 family works, now called, the eServer i5
series. A some 520-7450, P05, with a 30 interactive
CPW can reach a 500 CPW with GoFaster, to mean, it
improves its performance 16,6 times.

Special offer for GoFaster’s users
The RDR has been integrated in GoFaster, improving
its features. It can be accesed as an option and also it can
be acquired as a separately
Its price is 400 euros. The actual or former GoFaster
licenses let clients to reach RDR option license, for
unlimited use, for only 250 euros.
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Last GoFaster version
GoFaster application can work perfectly
with any OS/400 version, from V4R4, and
therefore its optimal performance requires
constant attention
As a result, the new version V040922, has
been launched. It presents all the improvements
achieved till today.
Any client can apply for a GoFaster copy and
will be delivered immediately since the license
they contracted gives them the right to any new
release during the duration of the contract.
You can apply for
some copy on our
Renewal
Department,
calling
0034
93.3191723, or by email: att@att.es

Fax: +34 93 3191755

att@att.es
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